
One final note - Our mission: We are trying to become an eco-friendly sustainable guesthouse and café. 
We believe in doing no harm to our natural environment and are trying to support Cambodian eco-
friendly products. 

This is how we do it:

Our bamboo gazebo was made from Cambodian bamboo and was designed/built by a small group 
of Paragon International University architecture students..
90% of the artwork on the walls are from Cambodian artists. 
Our bamboo furniture is made from Cambodian bamboo and was crafted in Kandal province.
Our eco-friendly shampoo, conditioner, body wash, hand wash are made by Kambio
All of our eco-friendly cleaning products are made by Dai Khmer and Senteurs d’Angkor
Our mosquito repellent is made by Senteurs d’Angkor
Our soaps, bamboo toothbrushes, combs, razors, and shower-caps are made by Apsara Bamboo
Our wild honey and robusta coffee is from Mondulkiri coffee
Our artisanal flavored syrups are made by Sweet & Spicy (a local Kep company)
Our organic sugar is from Siem Reap (organic palm and sugarcane)
Most of our paper-based products are made from up-cycled wood pulp.
Most of our beer selection are Cambodian brands.
Much of our large selection of high-end spirits (liquors) are made in Cambodia
Our silk accessories are all made of high quality Cambodian silk
Our napkins are up-cycled kramas
Our bathrobes are made by Dear Amore (a local fashion designer) of Cambodian silk and kramas
Our pepper is from Kim Sour Farm
Our coconut water and coconut milk is harvested from coconuts from Casa Kep garden.
Our fruit jams (seasonal) are made from fruit harvested from Casa Kep garden
Our ginger, turmeric, and gangala are harvested from Casa Kep garden
Our kaffir lime leaves and rinds are harvested from Casa Kep garden
When available our bananas are harvest from Casa Kep garden..
We compost all vegetable and fruit scraps and leftovers as well  as most of our fallen leaves. 
We harvest rainwater at the back of the property (for those drier days)
We use energy efficient equipment - including the AC units., fridges and LG washing machines.
And we do our best to recycle and up-cycle non-biodegradable waste

Want to know more about the products we use? - Visit their facebook pages:


